The transmission characteristics of the WLAN environment generally require a strong protection method to Applying an overall protection rate R=2/3 for both Equal be adopted on the transmitted codestreams. Burst errors tend Error Protection (EEP) and UEP with Reed Solomon (RS) to appear on the received signal. From the point of view of codes over a Binary Symmetric Channel (BSC) channel for overlying protocols, this results in a probability of packet 500 trials gives the results presented in Figure 7 . RS(30, 20) loss which can be quite high and variable in time. It is well was used for the three layers of EEP case and RS(50,20), known that data interleaving associated with channel coding RS (30, 20) and no protection were respectively used for the is an optimum strategy for protecting video transmission UEP case. These error correction codes not being part of the over nonstationary channels [4] . Since data interleaving can JPWL predefined codes, they have to be indicated in the only be applied before channel coding, and the syntax of the EPC descriptor. codestream has to be preserved, a symmetric de-interleaving strategy must be applied before the transmission. When we apply this concept to the data protection strategy used in JPWL, it is equivalent to the computation of the parity bytes t~UEPRrma (3 .e.... of RS codes employing codewords which are not formed by pr« FwmW--f--fw-E-f -BEV--f--B-.y headferpltototior onfly consecutive data, but rather result from a periodic sampling of the codestream [6] . Moreover, depending on the E,5 P -XUf X------codestream size and channel characteristics, it may be more convenient to interleave among a set of consecutive In a first set of simulations, we adopted a Gilbert-Elliot (GE) discrete channel model, characterized by the presence It Of error bursts. Figure 10( 
